Globus Cork pioneered the development of colored cork flooring, matching beauty and function in a sustainable flooring choice. We are the only US manufacturer of colored cork tiles.

We offer a vast range of patterns, sizes, and colors not found from any other cork manufacturer. The result is nearly endless design choices for our customers and as a harvested product, is the environmentally sound choice for flooring.

**Globus Cork: A Fusion of Style and Function**

**Style**
Cork is a beautiful natural product and with Globus Cork’s proprietary coloring process, there are many design options available for every taste. We are the only company to have developed a rich, transparent, broad color palette ranging from the subtle to the bold.

**Options to make a style statement**
Globus Cork is uniquely qualified to provide the styles and variety to satisfy the most discriminating customer, whether a homeowner, architect, builder, contractor, or designer. We offer multiple colors, sizes, layouts, and textures.

**Globus Cork welcomes custom applications!**
We work very closely with our customers to make sure their demanding requirements are completely satisfied.

**Function**
Cork is a durable, resilient, water and stain resistant, choice that is ideal for both residential and commercial purposes.

Cork is extremely comfortable and provides a cushioned, yet firm feel underfoot. It’s an ideal surface for young children who run and jump about, pets, and adults looking for a softer type of flooring.

Water and stain resistant, cork handles those “life happens” moments in every household. Accidental overflows and spills of all kinds make Globus Cork great for kitchens, baths, child’s room, and family rooms.

Their natural durability makes these floors great for hotels, restaurants, offices, retail, schools, and other public venues.

Cork is also a natural anti-allergenic and is insect and mold resistant. A natural insulator, cork reduces the transmission of sound, vibration, and heat.

**Quality Commitment**
Globus Cork uses 100% cork unlike standard cork floating floors that are constructed with more fiberboard than cork. Each tile is created by our professional craftsmen to ensure that they meet our demanding quality standards in color, texture, pattern, and size. All tiles are made in our factory in Brooklyn, New York, USA and come with a 15-year limited warranty.

**Environmental Commitment**
You can help combat climate change by purchasing real cork products.
Cork trees are never cut down to make cork products, only the bark is harvested. When the Cork Oak tree is harvested, it pulls 3-5 times more carbon from the air. Cork trees continue to produce bark for 200-300 years.

Globus Cork products use post industrial waste cork from the wine stopper industry. All colors, finishes and adhesives are water-based and contain no VOCs.
TILE TEXTURES

NUGGET  STRIATA  TRADITIONAL

TILE COLORS

WHITES
- Snow
- Whitewashed
- Alabaster
- Bleached

GREYS & BLACKS
- Cement Grey
- Slate Grey
- Ocean Fog
- Mink
- Sable
- Ebony
- Graphite

YELLOW & ORANGE
- Lemon
- Marigold
- Scotch Wood
- Ono Cotta
- Terra Cotta
- Amber Pine
- Tangerine
- Burnt Orange

BROWNS
- Natural
- Golden Oak
- Maple
- Walnut
- Chocolate
- Brown Mahogany

GREENS
- Pistello
- Spring Green
- Olive Wood
- Forest Green
(Colours in Nugget Texture)

BLUES & PURPLES
- Sage
- Ocean Blue
- Royal Blue
- Dusty Lilac
- Amethyst

TILE PATTERNS

TILE SIZES

Call: (718) 742-7264  www.CorkFloor.com